
CONFIDENTIAL April 21, 1945

PUaT-VVi& CURRENCY ̂i'i

(Objectives and two plans of
achieving them)

Perspective

Post-war international economic reconstruction depends on the

revival of world trade. Trade, in turn, can develop on an adequate scale

only if the principal trading countries of the world find moans of soiling

enough abroad to pay for such things as they must buy abroad. In other

word;.-?, international payments must balance over Q period of years. Tempo-

rary balance can be achieved by international loans or gifts, but no per-

manent solution can be achieved in that way. Moreover, what is de8ired

n.b an ideal, in the interest of a rising standard of living, ia not a min-

imum of international trade with a maximum ox autarchy, but a volume of

international trade sufficient to enable every country to utilize in full

and to the best advantage the resources that it possesses.

As an immediate program after victory has been won, it vdll be

necessary for countries with surplus material resources, principally the

United States, to make available to other countries through gifts or long-

tern loans not only enough food and Other commodities to afford immediate

relief from want in the first phases of reconstruction,, but also enough

raw materials and capital goods to help rehabilitate industry. Without

such r. policy on a large scale prosperity cannot be restored on a lasting

basis in any part of the commercial world. Pirns for implementing such a

policy are under consideration in this country end in England, and are of

fr.r more basic importance than the development of machinery for monetary
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stabilization. In fact, without them any plan for monetary stabilization

would inevitably break down, as the gold standard broke down in the '3Q's.

Purpose of stabilization plans

When the war is over currency conditions in Europe are likely

to be chaotic. The putting into effect of pl&ns for economic reconstruc-

tion ia sure to be made more difficult, if steps are not taken to regu-

larize the exchanges. Also the recovery of world trade will be endangered,

if speculative and disorderly demands for favored currencies are permitted

to operate without let or hindrance. Consequently, it will be necessary

to prevent international movements of capital except as they form a part

of en accepted scheme. It may be necessary to provide an initial volume

of international buying power for countries that will be devoid of it at

the close, of the war, so as to make it possible to proceed with recon-

struction programs without too much immediate anxiety about exchanges or

the balance of payments.

Two plans have been formulated for handling these problems, one

in the American and one in the British Treasury.

Similarities of the two plans

The two plans endeavor to achieve the same objectives and are

similar in fundamentals. Both plans provide machinery by which countries

with little or no international buying power wiH be able to buy essen-

tials abroad, pending arrangements for their domestic reconstruction.

Both pious provide for a fixed relationship between local currencies and

gold — through a new international monetary unit representing a given

amount of gold. The plans differ from the gold standard principally by

providing definite machinery for changing gold values of currencies*
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They would be more flexible then the gold standard. Both plans provide

for the establishment of a central body vhich can require any country

whose international payments are continuously and seriously out of bal-

ance to adopt corrective measures under penalty of not being permitted

to obtain further assistance from the proposed institution. The tech-

niques of the two plans are somewhat different, but there is nothing ir-

reconcilable in the differences. The details can be ironed out and may

be expected to be reconciled in view of the great common need.

Principal issues

There are three important points that will need to be settled:

(1) Distribution of power in the governing board. Under the British

plan this would be in proportion to the volume of foreign trade, which

would give Britain and the British Commonwealth a larger voting power,

by a wide margin, than that of any other participant. Under the American

plan the voting power would be distributed approximately but not strictly

in proportion to the contribution to the initial fund, which would give

the largest single vote to the United States, and would give this country

and the British Commomvcrlth approximately equal voting strength.

It would appear that a formula on this point could be v?orked

out. It is suggested that the formula achieve the following results:

that the voting power be so distributed that anything on which the two

principal countries agreed could be put into effect, except possibly in

case all the other countries should be unanimous in opposition. This

would mean that the voting power of the United States and the British

Empire together should be over 40 but not quite 50 per cent. In practice

this would mean that, if the two great powers agreed, their will would
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prevail. It would appear that this is roughly in accordance with the

0. S. Treasury plan.

Under such a distribution of votes each of the great powers end

v largo coalition of the smaller powers should be in a position to veto

any proposal. In other words, neither Britain nor the United States, nor

any large group of the smaller countries, would be forced to accept de-

cisions that were against their wished.

It would seem possible for such a proposal to work smoothly

from day to day. Crucial issues might not arise at all and certainly

might be rare. If they came up it would be necessary to reexamine the

whole situation. Nothing could prevent a break-down of international co-

operation in case of inability to agree. A systematic plan providing for

methods of handling both adjustable and irreconcilable; differences is

necessary.

(£) There are considerable differences between the two plans in the

maximum amount of commitment that each country would have to undertake.

The British plan involves extremely large commitments, conceivably running

into tens of billions; the American plan is much more modest, v/ith compul-

sory commitments limited to five billions, of which two billions would be

the American share. It would presumably not be possible for this country

to accept the very large commitments that the British plan would impose

upon it. This would oblige us to give up to the rest of the v:orld enor-

mous quantities of our goods and services in return for book credits or

gold which would subject ::ur economy to tha inflationary pressures arising

from the creation of funds by the monetary authorities to finance the

outflow of foods and services. This is a matter of particular concern to

the Federal Roservco System. Much narrower limits than those in the British

plan seen to be indicated, but it is possible that the limits need not be
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quitc as narrow ae those provided in the American plan.

(5) Both plane provide for a commitment by the United States and

other countries to purchase all the gold hold abroad plus the gold cur-

rently produced., in case it should be offered. The amount involved lor

the United States is about ten billion dollars of existing gold plus one

and one-quarter or so a year of newly mined gold. This item alone would

be sufficient to strain both our physical productive capacity and our credit

structure. In addition, there would be the danger of finding ourselves

with the bulk of the world's gold and the possibility that other countries,

after having used up their gold stocks to obtain American goods, would de-

monetize it.

It would not be wise for the United States to enter e, temporary

period of gold standard operations during which the American oconomy might

be inflated by having all the remaining gold of the world exchanged for

American goods, with the danger that* after wo had acquired it all, it

would lose- its value as an international currency. It is not suggested

that any of the powers intend to demonetise gold, but it is a danger that

is inherent in the situation ind one towards which we might move imper-

ceptibly and almost inevitably if we were committed to unlimited gold

purchases*

Correctives for this situation have-, been considered by the

Board's staff and a tentative plan has been devised by which countries that

had gold would hove to make their contributions to the proposed n&R inter-

national institution in gold — leaving only the '-mount of gold considered

to be necessary as backing for domestic currencies* If such a plan were

adopted, then countries with a large volume of international paying medium

d gain little directly by the novy plan because they v/ould merely use
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their goLd through the nev; institution rather than usin^ it directly.

In order to make it worth their while to participate, another provision

has been suggested to the effect that the United States and the other

participants would agree to buy gold only from the now institution. In

these circumstances, the povrers ̂ ;ould join in order to be able to utilize

their gold. A further provision would be. that a country v.ould be committed

to buy only as much ĵ old from the fund as would equal the country's original

quot:i or contribution to the fund. This v:ould place en upper limit on

the United States undertaking to finance unfavorable balcnces of other

countries.

Much further exploration of the modifications su^osted by the

staff will be necessary, but they may point the way to protecting the

United States from s repetition on an increased scale of the harmful gold

deluge through which it went after the first World War.

Brief summaries of the essential provisions of the two plans

are attached.

Attachment
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CHAIRMAN ECCLES

(To accompany the memorandum
on "Post-War Currency Stabi-
lization" previously sent
you.)

'
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This article is protected by copyright and has been removed.   
 
The citation for the original is: 

Economist, “Economic Equipoise,” April 10, 1943, pp. 452-453. 
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BRIEF SUMMARIES OF THE TftG STABILIZATION PLANS

(By A. Bourneuf)

British Plan

The British Treasury proposal is to establish an international

clearing union. No contributions to the union will be required. The

union vill be able to provide means of making foreign payments to any

member country because all member countries would agree to accept credits

on the books of the union in payment of sums due them from other countries.

A member making payments to foreign countries is debited on the books of

the union end the countries to 7'hich the payments are made receive credits.

Quotas are established up to which a member country may accumu-

late debits. The quotas of member countries are in proportion to foreign

trade find might aggregate $29 billion. After a member country has accu-

mulated debits up to 50 per cent of its quota it may be required to take

measures to adjust its balance of payments position as a condition of

making further payments through the fund.

There is no limit on the credit balance which a member country

may have to accept other than the BUS of the debit balances other coun-

tries will be permitted to accumulate. The United States might conceiva-

bly have to accept o credit balance of a,3 much as $25 billion.

As c unit of account for carrying debit and credit balances on

the books of the union an international currency of stable gold value,

called bancor, is proposed. Member countries agree on the bancor (or gold)

values of their currencies and to maintain those values. Since gold can

be used freely in the settling of international balances the United States

might have to accept L. large amount of golci as well as oi credit on the

books of the union.
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Voting power in the union is distributed in proportion to the

quotas of member countries. If all countries joined the union the United

States would have approximately 11 per cent of the votes, the United King-

dom 14 per cent, and the British Empire approximately 50 per cent.

American Plan

The United States Treasury proposal is to establish a |5 billion

international fund to which member countries subscribe gold, Government

securities, and local currencies. The subscriptions of member countries

are in proportion to such factors as fluctuations in net exports or imports,

gold holdings, and national income. It is assumed that the United States

will subscribe approximately $2 billion of the $5 billion total.

The fund can provide foreign means of payment to any member

country by giving it foreign currencies in exchange for its own currency.

Member countries can demand foreign currencies from the fund up to the

amount of their subscriptions to meet deficits in their balances of pay-

ments arising from the purchase of goods and services. The fund at its

discretion may provide foreign currencies to member countries in much

larger amounts. A country obtaining an unusual amount of assistance from

the fund may be required to take measures to reduce the deficit in its

balance of payments as a condition of obtaining further assistance*

The possible draft on the resources of the United States, to

take one example, is limited by the fact that the fund can only supply

dollars out of throe sources:- the U. S. contribution ($2 billion), the

sale of gold to the United States, or amounts borrowed from the United

States.

The books of the fund arc kept in an international unit of stable

gold content, called unitas. The values of the currencies of member
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countries in unitas (or gold) are fixed by the fund and member countries

are obligated to maintain those values. Member countries are free to

use gold for settling international balances either through the fund or

outside.

Each country has 100 votea plus one vote for every 1 million

dollars subscribed. If all countries subscribed to the fund the United

States would have approximately 20 per cent of the votes and the British

Empire approximately 20 per cent.
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